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NAPCO introduces the easiest 
programming in the industry

EZ Programming  2

No address locations to know.
No hex to calculate. 
No rocket science.

Enter data directly like you’re 
dialing a phone.

Live demo at www.napcosecurity.com/ezprogramdemo.html

Napco’s custom 
alphanumeric keypads 
with EZ Programming
GEMK1CA and GEMRP1CAe2
 Deluxe 32-character backlit, menu-driven, 
dual-line display
 Custom alphanumeric zone directory
 Built-in 4 Zone expansion module
 Display of wireless transmitter signal 
strength 1-10
 EZ Keypad Programming2 with actual 
Q&A’s

for easy one button arm and easy 
instant (hold-down) with the GEMK1CA. 
Traditional interior and instant keys with 
the GEMRP1CAe2
 Large soft touch backlit keys with tone
 Backlit displays for easy reading
 Wireless transmitter signal strength 
indication 
 Fire, police and auxiliary programmable 
panic keys
 Fingertip reference chart

Intuitive, stay & 
away ease-of-use 

buttons with 
K-Series 

 Traditional interior 
and instant keys 
with RP-Series

Napco’s alpha/symbol 
keypad, with or without 
stay and away
GEMK2AS and GEMRP2ASe2
 Unique backlit, combination alphanumeric 
and symbol display
 Intuitive, stay & away ease-of-use buttons, 
for easy one button arm and easy instant 
key (hold-down) with the GEMK2AS. 
Traditional interior and instant keys with 
GEMRP2ASe2
 Large soft touch backlit keys with tone
 Backlit displays for easy reading
 Wireless transmitter signal strength 
indication
 Decor friendly soft white design
 Fire, police and auxiliary programmable 
panic keys
 Fingertip reference chart

GEM-RECV-XP8 8 Points For Express, P801/800/P400 and Freedom F8 panels, only
GEM-RECV-32 32 Points
GEM-RECV-96 96 Points
GEM-RECV-X255 255 Points
GEM-K4RF Keypad 32 Points

 Dual diversity antennas minimize nulls & enhance reliability
 Tamper- and RF-jamming supervision
 Separate programmable supervisory times by device type
 Audible fault-find mode in walk test
Fixed English language keypad GEM-K4RF with built in 32 pt. receiver (at left)

Advanced performance Gemini RF receivers

New door style keypad with   
EZ Programming
GEM-DK1CA
(also available in digital model GEM-DK3DGTL, not 
shown)
 Contemporary, pure black and white styling
 Door covers keys for cleaner lines & prevents unwarranted use
 Bright blue backlit custom LCD display & alphanumeric 
zone directory
 Blue backlit keys brighten to the touch and feature easy 
stay and away functionality
 Built in 4-zone expander
 3 built in panic buttons
 Familiar Napco operation, identical usage  and 
programming to GEM-K1CAe2
 Distinctive new look distinguishes dealers from 
competitive alarm companies


